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1 33034000000  Fassi crane model F335A.2.24
Lifting moment: 299 KNm.  

Standard hydraulic reach: 12,30 m.  

Max hydraulic horizontal outreach in loading configuration: 12,30 m. 

Load at the max horizontal outreach: 2275 kg.  

Lifting class HC1 HD4 S2 according to the EN12999:2011.  

Standard features:  

Hydraulically extendable outriggers with max spread of 5990 mm. 
Outrigger rams have jointed plate in Monocast material and hoses 
fitted inside the outrigger lateral extension supports.  

Casted steel column support and lower column section for ideal 
stress distribution and greater resistance. The drastic reduction of 
welds on the base group provides the crane with characteristics of 
exceptional resistance to fatigue.  

Rack and pinion rotation system with self-centering cast iron wear 
pad to ensure the correct and constant coupling between the pinion 
and the rack, avoiding the wear and tear of the teeth.  
Rotation angle: 400°.  
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Rotation torque: 47,5 kNm. 

 S900 proportional multifunction distributor bank, four segments, 
positioned on the crane base, completed with filter in the pressure 
line.   

 MPES system (Multi Power Extension System) that guarantees an 
exceptional extension/retraction speed of the extension booms, built 
up by a set of equally powerful independent rams, linked in series 
connection and activate by a single control. Special independent 
fixing system of the extension rams to guarantee high vertical lifting 
performances. Extension booms guide shoes with "forced" assembly 
to reduce vertical and lateral clearance, ensuring greater durability. 
Special guide shoes material with high sliding degree and low 
greasing request.  

Oil recycling valve on the hydraulic circuit of the extension rams to 
double the exit speed of the extension booms, recycling the oil 
coming out from the ram rod side.  

 XF type safety check valves on the lifting rams, to assure maximum 
check, precision and fluidity of the crane movements.  

Centralised lubrication system of the base to guarantee easier 
access for maintenance and control operations.  

190 l crosslink polyethylene oil tank particularly resistant to shocks 
and the corrosive action of any external element.  

11,5 t. boom tip swivel hook 

1 3303400D000 
Dual ground controls
Dual ground controls - 4 functions (included in the crane price). 

1 33034000110 
Hydraulically tiltable outriggers
Hydraulically tiltable outrigger rams, positioning at 180°, through a 
hydraulic motor.  

1 3303400023B 
Fixed supplementary outriggers
Fixed "H" style adjustable height supplementary outriggers without 
FSC code 290800F, having the following characteristics:  
wheelbase mm 2317 
weight kg 155.  
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1 330340002B6 
Long outrigger rams
N. 2 long outrigger rams code 192105L for supplementary
outriggers installation above chassis: rod extension mm 550
180 mm diameter of mounted plates
weight increasing kg 20.

1 33034009604 Oil cooler
Oil/air cooling system composed by an oil cooler type 60/24 
completed with thermostatic valve and cooling fan installed on the 
cranes with pump capacity up to 60 l/min and 24V. vehicle battery. 
Oil cooler is equipped with brushless motor having fully integrated 
motor control electronics and certified according to IP68 protection 
level.  
It has soft-start function and the fan speed is directly proportional 
to temperature variations with consequent power saving.  
It also has automatic self-cleaning function to eliminate the debris 
deposited in the radiator thanks to the completely reversible fan 
motor rotation managed by the electronics at the end of any oil cooler 
cycle.   
By-pass valve integrated in the oil cooler, high protection systems 
against overvoltage, undervoltage, overload, over-temperature, under-
temperature, inverse polarity, blocked rotor and temperature for the 
oil cooler start and stop set-up through program parameters. Through 
the analogue sensor for the temperature lodged in the oil cooler, the 
temperature level is shown on the radio remote control handle display 
and/or on the user panel.  
The oil cooler is fitted on the crane base using a vibration dumping 
system.  

1 33034009505 
Hydraulic pump
Hydraulic piston pump complete with hoses and connectors for hydraulic 
system oil tank-pump-distributor bank.  

1 33034000141 
Long fixing rods
Long fixing bolts for crane fixation to the vehicle chassis, in place of standard 
ones.  




